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Abstract. The problem of cooling the conductor with an alternating high-ampere electric current is offered to 
be solved by using oscillations of suspended conductive plate. System basic parameters are estimated from 
analysing the system of differential equations describing the motions in coupled electrical-mechanical system. 
The parameters must satisfy the conditions of system’s resonance. Examination of equilibrium position causes 

a researching of the differential equation with periodic coefficients.  

 
 
The purpose of this work is the research of the 

autonomous cooling system of the high-ampere 
conductor with an alternating electric current. The system 
is supposed to be autonomous in the sense that neither 
initiation of oscillations, nor circulation of air shouldn't 
demand additional expenses in the form of power 
supplies or motive devices. The scheme of this system is 
given in Fig.1 

For analytic efficiency evaluation of suggested system 
the high-ampere conductor is considered as the infinite 
long copper cylinder. The suspended plate is located 
parallel to an axial axis of conductor. The plate is wide 
and long to generate sufficient cooling airflow. The plate 
suspended on vertical elastic threads, attached to the 
middle top and bottom (or left and right) the plate parties. 
The plate is made of insulator and bordered by the 
conductive copper frame. The alternating magnet flux, 

crossing over the conductive frame, is produced by the 
flow of alternating current in straight conductor. Current 
variability (50Hz) inducts internal EMF in the conductive 
frame, and this causes the alternating inducted current 
inside the frame. The amount of generating torque 
depends on time in sufficiently complex way, by virtue of 
the fact that under frame rotation the magnet flux changes 
and therefore the inducted EMF and the current in the 
frame, as well as the amount of the magnet induction, 
crossing over its parallel sides. The cross section of the 
conductor and the conductive frame is given in Fig.2. 

The genesis of torque is the interaction of the inducted 
frame currents and the external field induction (in the 
opposite frame sides inducted currents are oppositely 
directed and periodically varied by the changing of the 
magnet flux).  

 
 

 
Fig.1 - The scheme of cooling system 
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Fig.2 – Cross section of the conductor  

and the conductive frame 
 
In a rigorous formulation the magnetic flux as well as 
inducted currents (and, as a result, the torque) depend not 
on only directly on time but also on the rotation angle. 
Therefore the mechanical and electrical current 
oscillations for the frame are interrelated. 

In general these oscillations should be found 
coupled, as a system of two differential equations with 
the following determination of the largest amplitude of 
rotary oscillations, using possible variations of 
parameters, including the resonant oscillations setting.  

For getting the periodical process, it’s necessary to 
consider the nonlinear behavior of the coupled electrical-
mechanical equations on account of the interaction of 
electrical and mechanical processes not only linear 
resonances, but also parametric resonances appear. 

Satisfying parametric resonance conditions for rotary 
oscillations the estimation of the parameters could be 
found, instead of model of the plate with the conductive 
frame, but for the case of using plane thin conductive 
plate, for example, of aluminum. Let’s put mathematical 
model of such a system and make the assumptions about 
it to simplify analytical computations: 
Current flow in cylindrical conductor  ����� � ��� 	
� � � (1) 
The magnetic field’s intensity of the conductor is 
determined by a simple formula 

� � ���� � �������� �� (2) 

Ponderomotive forces, applied on conductor’s linear unit 
and inducted EMF, are described by Ampere’s and 
Faraday’s laws [4] �� � �������� � � (3) 

� � �����  (4) 

The external magnetic field flux crossing over the frame 

� �� � �
� �

! �" � ����� � �
� �

! #�$ (5) 

Integrating the (5) we use the form of the magnet 
intensity by means of the magnetic potential in 
cylindrical coordinate system: � � �%�&,  & � '( ( � )*�+�,- �#�./ 

Substitution in (5), using the Stokes' theorem [1] 

� � 0 �%�&� � ! #�$ � 1 &�2� ! �� �
����� )*,- $�#��� 3� 456���57���8  (6) 

Where �9 and �: (Fig.2) are �:,�;� � <, = >, = �<>$�#;?  �9,�;� � <, = >, � �<>$�#;  
Electromagnetic forces exert on opposite sides of 

the frame: �9 � ����������9��59�? ������: � ����������:���5:, 
(7) 

where �59? �5: - radial orts in appropriate points  
The torque can be found 

 @ � ������> ABC656 = BC757 D <E%$; �
�������$�#���� FG,- A H56I = H57ID E%$;? (8) 

or finally 

@ � ���� <>���<, = >,���J�<, = >,�, � K<,>, 	
�, ;L ������� (9) 

For the frame of length � inertia momentum can be 
written 

M � NKO PH>QR = �PH>,R� = �O P,>Q�S T? (10) 

where PU? � � V?� – density of the frame materials (Fig.3). 
Conductive part (copper or aluminum) with density PH, 
nonconductive part with density P,? T - the frame depth, R –section diameter of the conductive frame (axis OZ 
oriented in the line of the conductor axis) 

 
Fig.3 – The suspended plate parameters 
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Fig. 4 - Periodic rotary oscillations of system (12) 
 
 
 
Electromechanical processes system of differential 

equations [3] in this case has the following form (11): 

WX
Y
XZ M;[ = \;] = E; � ���� U��)*�+�FG2�^_`��aFI:GIb�J�FI:GI�I9cFIGI defI �L ?g���! = ��� �
���� )*2,- h��E%$��� 3� 456���57���8 = $�#����� ij6iC 579�ij7iC 56

5657 �;] k
l  

where E – the frame base stiffness coefficient under the 
rotation, \ – coefficient of linear dissipation, g – self-
inductance of the rectangular frame. 

Transform system (11) to “dimensionless” form using 
the parameters: m � �� n oo+ � � oop ? qr � U)* ? ŝ � t,? u � ,FGFI:GI ? vsw � �#? � � xyw ? z � ��� 2c-y ? { ���� 2)*I,-swI  

 
Substitution (11) to form (12) 

WXY
XZ ;|| = �#;| = }IwI ; � � ~��� def p�� ��d��H9�I `U�I �qr| = �qr �
�z ���	 m 3� AV = ,� def�H9� def�D = def p ��d���H9�I `U�I � ;|�

l  
 

It is a system of nonlinear differential equations with 
periodic coefficients. For the initial conditions 
corresponding to a small and large frame deviation from 
a balance position, in case of real geometrical parameters 
periodic rotary oscillations have been received (Fig. 4). 
Left part of Fig.4 represents the phase diagram, right part 
time dependent oscillations of plate rotation angle. 

If coefficients in a second equation of a system 
(12), which describes change of induced current in a 
frame, satisfy the natural assumption�? z � V, it is 
permissible to neglect a first derivative of current in this 
equation when receiving a stationary mode of rotation. 
We get a nonlinear equation with periodic coefficients 
after substitution of an explicit expression of an induced 
current, which depends on m? ; and;�, to the first 
equation of a system (12): 

 
 

;|| = �#;| = t,�, ; � 

�{z� ��E%$�m 3� NV = �u�$�#�;V � u�$�#�;S
= $�#�m�E%$�; u

�V � u, $�#, ; ;|� ! 
! $�#�m uE%$�;V � u, $�#, ; 

(13) 

The analysis of an equation (13) in assumption of 
small values of a deviation angle ; was performed in 
order to define the values of parameters, a frame torsional 
stiffness primarily, which satisfy the conditions of frame 
parametrical rotary oscillations.  

The linearized equation for (13) is the following: ;|| = ��# � �$�#,m�;| = ��, � �$�#�m�; � (? (14) 

where � � �I�~5 , � � }w. 

Numerically evaluated Ince-Strutt diagram for the 
equation (14) at different values of a dissipation 
coefficient # is shown in Fig.5. 

The analysis of dynamics of multiplicators on a 
complex plane was performed for the equation (14) by 
means of varying the parameter � at a constant value of � � � initially, at values of ( � � � �VO? the two roots 
of a characteristic polynomial for the equation (14), 
which are the monodromy matrix � multiplicators [2] t, � ��� ! t = ���� � (   

are located on a real axis on the different parties of 
a unit circle. They quickly move towards each other, and 
after a meeting they “slide” on the circle which radius 
corresponds to the absolute value of a meeting position, 
being thus inside a unit circle. Further, at a value of � � ��, one of multiplicators leaves a unit circle again. 
This case corresponds to the first area of instability in 
Fig.5. At values of � � O��the roots return and slide on 
the circle inside the unit one. The described process is 
shown in Fig.6. 
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Fig.5 – Ince-Strutt diagram 

 # � K? � � � 

  

  
Fig.6 - Dynamics of multiplicators on a complex plane 

 
The fact that contrary to classical Ince-Strutt diagram for 
Mathieu equation with constant linear dissipation 
coefficient in this instance we have smooth upper bound 
for the stability domain in parameter �, is an important 
computational calculation result for linearized equation 
(13). 

The fact, that in any value of parameter # stability 
domain in parameters space ��? �� is located under the 
level � � �# corresponded to zero value of average 
friction coefficient, is significant. Therefore, we obtain 
the opportunity to set the system on the resonance 
oscillations in a large zone of frequency �, and this 
guarantee the efficiency of cooling system during the 
exploitation and evolution of its mechanical properties. 
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